EXISTING SOUTHBOUND BUS STOP TO BE TEMPORARILY CLOSED
BUS STOP FLAG TO BE COVERED AND TEMPORARY SIGN STATING BUS STOP RELOCATED
NEW SOUTHBOUND BUS STOP LOCATION, RELOCATED NORTH FROM EXISTING
PEDESTRIAN ISLAND CROSSING TO BE KEPT CLEAR OF ORCAS
2.25m WIDE PARKING BAYS LENGTH: 130m
CITY CLUB BAY RELOCATED FROM OTHER SIDE OF ROAD
SIGNPLATE TO BE RELOCATED TO LIGHTING COLUMN ADJACENT TO NEW LOCATION
NURSERY KEEP CLEAR LINE TSRGD DIA. 1026.1
EXISTING KERBLINE IS ALMOST FLUSH TO CARRAIGEWAY BUSPAD TO HAVE RAMP AT KERBFACE
2m WIDE PARKING BAYS LENGTH: 50m
OXGANGS ROAD FROGTSTON ROAD WEST BIGGAR ROAD BUCKSTONE TERRACE WATERFIELD ROAD CAIYSTANE CRESCENT BUCKSTONE AVENUE BUCKSTONE TERRACE CAMUS AVENUE BUCKSTONE GARDENS EAST COMISTON PENTLAND VIEW BUCKSTONE PENTLAND TERRACE COMISTON VIEW COMISTON RISE COMISTON SPRINGS AVENUE COMISTON ROAD RISELAW PLACE RISELAW ROAD BRAIDS HILLS ROAD PENTLAND TERRACE COMISTON ROAD BRAID ROAD GREENBANK CRESCENT BRAIDBURN TERRACE RISELAW CRESCENT BUCKSTONE ROAD
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